
HINDRANCES IN SUCCESSFUL COMPLETION OF CONSTRUCTION

STATEMENT OF TOPIC Research over many years in the field of project management has identified several
hindrances in the smooth execution of operation a.

Mobarak  Organization and governance in construction. Shboul argue that major causes of delays in
construction projects are, financial difficulties faced by contractors and too many change orders. Construction
companies may monitor weather conditions by incorporating freely available or private weather forecast
services, but the accuracy of these forecasts can be marginal and do little to lessen the financial impact caused
by the weather. Conversely, a lack of accountability can bring a project to a complete halt. The contractor and
owner were found to have opposing views, mostly blaming one another for delays, while the consultant was
seen as having a more intermediate view. Great project managers have faced these challenges before and
discovered how to avoid or mitigate their impact. Organizations structures, processes and outcomes: Page , M.
Goal of this study is to provide accurate results that will help project managers and construction managers to
take early measure on factors that creates impediment in the flat completion of the construction projects.
Changing Scope Another one of the biggest challenges in construction project management is changing scope.
Structured interviews of administrative position of construction companies will be arranged to know the actual
progress of their projects. They need to gather input and plan ways to prevent the project from veering off
course. Unrealistic Expectations Sometimes stakeholders have unrealistic expectations. Photo by Lorenzo
Cafaro from Pexels Undefined Goals One of the biggest challenges in construction project management is
undefined goals. Respondents are given no other option to elaborate causes of delaying construction projects
in Pakistan except the given five which is the major limitation in this study. A good project manager can
communicate concerns to scope changes to the stakeholders. Sweis, A. Project management training is an
essential step for managing the unexpected obstacles project managers can face on a daily basis. Share this:.
With impossible deadlines looming or a lack of resources, teams sometimes become less productive. Project
management training includes an emphasis on written and oral communication skills Proper communication
can help increase morale by establishing clear expectations Good project managers keep communication and
feedback flowing between upper management and team leaders Managing Expectations: An Important Project
Manager Attribute Impossible Deadlines â€” A successful project manager knows that repeatedly asking a
team for the impossible can quickly result in declining morale and productivity. Learning to direct teams
toward a common goal is an important aspect of project management training.


